The purpose of this paper is to show that the local cohomology of a complex analytic space embedded in a complex manifold is a holonomic system of linear differential equations of infinite order and its holomorphic solution sheaves are a resolution of the constant sheaf C in this space which provides the Poincare lemma. The proof relies on the theories of the ^-function and holonomic systems due to M. Kashiwara ( 
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Zoghman MEBKHOUT* The purpose of this paper is to show that the local cohomology of a complex analytic space embedded in a complex manifold is a holonomic system of linear differential equations of infinite order and its holomorphic solution sheaves are a resolution of the constant sheaf C in this space which provides the Poincare lemma. The proof relies on the theories of the ^-function and holonomic systems due to M. Kashiwara ([2] and [3] ) and A. Grothendieck We get an expression of the local cohomology of a space in terms of the extension sheaves in analytic geometry which is useful in applications, for example in the proof of the theorem B. We have also the resolution R Jf**^ (JR/V(0z) ; Ox^Cy.
We give the sketch of the proofs. § 
Cx) is an isomorphism in D(C X }.
The question is local. We can suppose that cjT= (/i, -^fq) -Let
<$i= (fi,'~9fq-i) 9 ^2= (fq) and Yj and Y 2 the spaces defined by J l and JT 2 . We have Y=Y^Y 2 and ^U^ is defined by
We have a triangle Remember that a C-analytic finitistic sheaf of C vector spaces (Canalytiquement constructible in French) is a sheaf S of finite C-vector spaces such that there exists a stratification \J X t of X and the restrici, tion F\ Zi on each stratum is locally constant. By M. Kashiwara [2] the complex R &tf&mg)(3tt, Ox) has finitistic cohomology if 3A, is a «2)-holonomic system. Because the category of finitistic sheaves is a stick subcategory of €-vector spaces the complex R ^o^^(JH', Ox) has finitistie cohomology if <3tt' is a complex with .SMiolonomic cohomology, We call a complex with finitistic cohomology a finitistic complex. So by the first part of theorem 1.1 the complex R ^i&m^ (RF m (Ox) ; O x } is finitistic. Using the topological duality of Verdier and devissage [12] we can see that is not abelian. J. P. Ramis had noticed [10] and [11] that C x is just the Libermann complex B' [5] and using the graded ring B' he could define R e^f omi&^C x (£F ; Q} . We do not give here the precise definition but we recall the formula R Jhv&pcOz, Ox} =R where S^ is the sheaf of infinite jets; see [9] . We list the properties of this functor in the following theorem: The question is local. We can suppose that i_5K' is a single holono- is an isomorphism by the technique of the way out "left" functor lemma. The question is local. We can suppose that <_3K° is a single Qholonomic system admitting a free resolution. We finish the proof in the same way as in the last section We apply this situation to c5H°( O^. We have The proof of theorem 1. 2 is over. The details will appear elsewhere.
